xSDK Focus Effort Developing
Multiprecision Numerics
ECP Multiprecision Effort
Next-generation high performance math libraries need to exploit
the compute power available in low precision processors

Preliminary Success Stories
Half precision BLAS in MAGMA
The MAGMA linear algebra library features for modern NVIDIA GPUs half precision batched BLAS routines like
batched_hgemm that make efficient use of the low precision tensor cores.

Recently, hardware manufacturers introduced low precision functionality like FP16 by integrating low precision special
function units, like, e.g., the NVIDIA Tensor cores. These, however, remain unused even for compute-intensive
applications as long as high precision is employed for all arithmetic operations. While employing formats other than
working precision can render attractive performance improvements, it also requires careful consideration of the
numeric effects. On the other end of the spectrum, precision formats with higher accuracy than the
hardware-supported fp64 can be effective in improving robustness and accuracy of numerical methods.

Decoupling memory precision from arithmetic precision to reduce
the pressure on the memory bandwidth
At the same time that hardware manufacturers introduce compute units providing orders of magnitude speedups in
low precision computations, communication-intensive applications suffer from the memory bandwidth of architectures
growing at a much lower pace than the arithmetic performance, see Fig. 1. A promising strategy is to abandon the
high precision standard (typically fp64), and employ lower or non-standard precision formats for memory operations
whenever possible. Also this format decoupling requires careful consideration of the numerical effects, but may allow
for trading communication against computation, and therewith reduce the pressure on the memory bandwidth.

Performance of hgemm for small square matrices and impact of batch count.
Abdelfattah, Tomov, Dongarra: Fast Batched Matrix Multiplication for Small Sizes using Half-Precision
Arithmetic on GPUs, IPDPS, 2019.

Adaptive precision block-Jacobi in Ginkgo
The Block Jacobi implementation in Ginkgo can store the diagonal blocks in different precisions depending on the
individual block’s condition number. The computation are still performed in double precision. This faster access time
allows speedups of 20% on average. The following graph represents the percentage of blocks stored in a specific
format from set problems of the Suite Sparse matrices collection.

STREAM Benchmark Author McCalpin Traces System Balance Trends, HPCwire Article by Tiffany
Trader, 2016.

Stat
State-of-the-Art Overview
As part of the xSDK effort we surveyed the
xSDK/ECP Math libraries on the status of
multiprecision support.
•9 questions asked
•25 maths libraries surveyed
•Determine current trends and functionality support of
multiprecision in ECP libraries.

Adaptation of the memory precision to the diagonal block characteristics in a block-Jacobi
preconditioner and acceleration of the top-level CG solver. The test matrices are taken from the Suite
Sparse Matrix Collection. https://ginkgo-project.github.io/

Integer-based LU factorization
Integer arithmetic is available on most hardware architectures.
New application-specific integrated circuit designs (ASICs) for
deep learning inference are moving toward using mostly integer
arithmetic for quantized neural networks. This motivates to
assess the potential of LU-factorizations with partial pivoting
using integer arithmetic.

Results
•Almost all libraries support a wide range of precisions natively.
•Roughly half support conversions or mixing precisions at the same time.
•36% of libraries support custom valuetypes (bfloat16, …)
•48% provide some form of mixed precision routines.
•16% support decoupling of memory and computation formats.

ECP 4th Annual Meeting, February 2020
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The integer-based LU is using fixed-point number representation described
in the table to operate under integer arithmetic. The test matrices for
backward error in the right figure is randomly generated from uniform(-1,1)
and scaled into [-2-r,2-r] to avoid overflow. Errors from single and double
precision are reported as references. The results are showing on par or
smaller error comparing single under the same storage size.
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